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The Monthly

Column
The Benefits of Using WorthingtonCast™ Fiberglass Columns
When it comes to adding beautiful architectural columns to your home, or renovating
an existing project, you are faced with many important decisions. Finding that timeless
look is a balance of choosing the right column style along with the perfect capital and
base combination. In addition to aesthetics, you must also consider which type of column
material is best for your application. In this month’s edition of The Monthly Column™, we
will look at some specific advantages of choosing WorthingtonCast™ Fiberglass Columns.
Build your own custom
columns on our website
using our exclusive
Column Builder Tool!

Only at WorthingtonMillwork.com

Fiberglass columns are one of the most popular types of
architectural columns on the market. They are indistinguishable
from wood alternatives and, unlike wood products, have proven
to last a lifetime. You may be surprised to learn just how many
buildings you’ve admired have been made using the superior
choice of fiberglass columns over wood or stone.
Fiberglass columns come in many unique shapes and sizes to
fulfill any application and design. Our exclusive Column Builder
Tool can show you the wide variety of options to choose from so
that your project can be as classic, sophisticated, or modern as
you’ve envisioned it to be.
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Don’t take the risk
with YOUR columns!

WORTHINGTON ®
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...they can even be used as a
functional enhancement to
your interior décor.

Columns can be used to add structure and style to any home, porch, or entryway. While they are often
used to hide and protect structural supports or replace deteriorating elements, they can also be applied
in many different ways. Columns can be split against a wall, used inside or around corners, and they
can even be used as a functional enhancement to your interior décor.

Zero Maintenance

Fiberglass columns are essentially maintenancefree. They are not susceptible to rot and insect
damage like their wood counterparts.

Customization

Fiberglass columns can be square or round,
tapered or non-tapered, and can be paired with
many different capitals and bases. You can build
a column that is truly unique for your project!

Durability

Fiberglass is the superior choice when being
installed in the most demanding environments.
Whether exposed to harsh climate conditions or
excessive foot traffic, fiberglass will stand the
test of time.

Call Today: (800) 872-1608

Style

Fiberglass columns can be wrapped around
existing beams, flush mounted to walls, and
even tucked in corners. The decorative options
are endless. Increase the curb appeal and value
of your property today.

Strength

Fiberglass columns can certainly be a decorative
enhancement only, however their potential truly
shines when used as load bearing structures.
Fiberglass columns have a much greater load
rating than similar sized wood columns.



Ask about our flashlight test!
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“We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.”

-Winston Churchill

NAHB/Wells Fargo Housing Market Index (HMI)

Source: NAHB/Wells Fargo Housing Market Index, U.S. Census Bureau
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U.S. Housing Starts

Source: Economics Department, NAHB
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WORTHINGTON ®
American Made Architectural Products

Shop Online: http://shop.WorthingtonMillwork.com
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Stay Connected:

In this article we highlighted
the Worthington Millwork
Column Builder Tool.
Save time and money by
using it for your next project!
www.WorthingtonMillwork.com



Worthington Millwork has been committed to selling the highest quality American Made
architectural products to the commercial and residential industry for over 30 years. This
commitment to such high quality standards and beliefs is what has helped Worthington
to be successful and has also set the benchmark for the architectural products industry as
THE source of high quality. All of our products are authentic and American Made which
further ensures the excellence as we are able to hold high quality control standards on each
and every part that leaves our facilities. We feel that this is our primary responsibility to
our clients, which helps us hold up to their high expectations, as we guarantee exceptional
integrity of each and every product we make. No matter if you are installing crown
molding in a single bedroom of a house, or a balustrade system on the exterior façade of a
25 story project, Worthington has the capacity, knowledge, and experience to make your
project run as smooth as possible. We stay true to the belief that we make each part one
at a time and we will sell them one at a time. With that mentality and corporate cultural
belief we stand firm in saying that our products are to be used when only the best will do.
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